The Connection Between Hyde and the Human Race...

"...called out of my own soul, and sent forth alone to do his good pleasure, was a being voluntarily malign and villanous; his every act thought centred on self: drinking pleasures with brutal energy from any degree to accuse another: instants like a man of sense." (Bosworth 66)
We May Have Hired Dr. Jekyll, But We Ended Up With Mr. Hyde
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[SETTING]

- London, England 1870's

- Society is repressed
Dr. Jekyll

- Doctor, religious man, kind
- Represents the good nature of man
- Tall, fair, built
Mr. Hyde

- Killer, psychopath, angry
- Represents the evil side of man
- Short, hairy, ugly, disfigured
Mr. Utterson narrates the novel as he starts to unravel the mystery of Mr. Hyde (killer) and his connection to Dr. Jekyll (doctor).

What Mr. Utterson discovers is...  
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How does Dr. Jekyll become Mr. Hyde?

Dr. Jekyll creates a potion that allows him to shed his repression and express himself freely in his persona of Mr. Hyde. (Who is evidently his evil side).
"These upcoming negotiations are going to be rough Jekyll, so you better send Hyde."
Humans are inherently evil due to...

1) Temptation
2) Self Preservation
3) Angry impulses
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